theorem would state that such combinatorial line exists in any subset A c S&(k) with relative density bigger than E, provided it > n(k, E). This would be a far reaching extension of Szemeredi's theorem, and of the various extensions thereof [2,31. For k = 2 a stronger result was known years before the Hales-Jewett theorem, namely Sperner's lemma. Here we deal with words with only zeros and ones as digits, i.e. indicator functions of subsets of [0, . . . , n] and the two points of a combinatorial line are the indicators of sets A, B such that A c B. Sperner's lemma states that a collection of subsets of [l, . . . , n] which has more than (&,) elements does have pairs A, B as above. This is clearly best possible since the set of all subsets of exactly [n/2] elements does not.
The purpose of this note is to announce the density version of the Hales-Jewett theorem for k = 3 and to outline the main elements of the proof.
The method we use is "ergodic" in the spirit of [2] and [3] , and the first step is to show that the theorem in question can be formulated as a statement regarding a certain family of measure preserving transformations acting on a (probability) measure space. The phenomenon that appears here as well as in our treatment of Szemeredi's theorem, is that when a family of measure preserving transformations having a certain structure acts on a measure space, a set of positive measure will necessarily return to itself ("recur") under certain combinations of transformations. This recurrence phenomenon for sets of positive measure is then translated into the appearance of certain patterns in subsets of a sufficiently large structure, provided the density of the subset is bounded below.
Having converted the problem into one regarding measure preserving transformations of a measure space, we can use the machinery of ergodic theory, and, in particular, we can associate to each measure preserving transformation the unitary operator induced by it on the L2-space of the measure space. We now have available the methods of functional
analysis. An important tool will be the fact that in a family of unitary operators with a certain minimal multiplicative structure one can find sequences converging weakly to projection operators. In developing this tool there is an interplay of functional analysis and combinatorial theory, and, not surprisingly, we will need an extension of the Hales-Jewett theorem to "infinite patterns"
in the spirit -but slightly stronger than -results of Carlson and Simpson (cf. [l] ). This result will also generalize the theorem of Hindman, whose significance for Szemeredi type results we have met with already in [3] . There, Hindman's theorem enables one to develop ergodic theory for "IP-systems" of measure preserving transformations.
The new feature in the ergodic approach to the Hales-Jewett theorem, compared with our previous work, is that the system of operators obtained from converting the combinatorial problem to a measure theoretic one is no longer commutative.
With the lack of commutativity we shall have to work harder in order to exhibit the multiplicative subsystems which lie at the heart of our analysis.
In this exposition we have tried to highlight the main features of the proof by presenting various simplified versions of our actual statement. We hope this can also serve as an introduction to the detailed proof which will appear elsewhere. Section 6, we prove the simplest cases of Theorem B introducing thereby most of the ideas that go into its proof.
Notation and statement of the main result
Notation:
Q, = Q#) = (0, . . . ) k -l}" the words of length n, ti=u52,= (0,. . . ) k -l}<N all finite words,
. . , k -l}" all infinite words.
We shall not keep referring to k which is supposed fixed but arbitrary. Definition 1.1. A combinatorial line is a sequence {Wj}~~~ c Qn such that there exists a partition { 1, . . . , n} = E U F, F # 0, with all the words wj coinciding on E while for 1 E F we have wj(l) = j. We shall also refer to combinatorial lines as HJ-sequences (abbreviated for Hales-Jewett). The density version, (k = 3), is our 
Coloring theorems
A "coloring" of a set E is a function c from E into a space C, the space of colors. The coloring is finite if C is finite; it is an I-coloring if C has I elements; finally, it is compact if C is a compact metric space. A "coloring theorem" for a finite coloring is a theorem guaranteeing that at least one element of the partition of E according to color, {c-'(x); x E C} contains a subset with a certain structure (e.g. Ramsey's theorem or van der Waerden's). Another way of saying it is that we have a monochromatic subset with the given structure.
For compact coloring the sets c-'(x) may all be singletons or empty and thus contain no-non trivial configurations; however, as we can cover C by a finite number of E-balls, we can look for whatever we are looking for in the preimage of an s-ball. This is interesting especially if we are looking for an infinite configuration and, assuming we can always find one, we can keep refining by using smaller and smaller balls and, with appropriate notion of "filtering to infinity", get eventually either convergence or, more generally, uniform continuity of the coloring function along some subconfiguration. This may appear vague as stated but should become clearer with the concrete examples listed below (Theorems 2.2, 2.4, 2.5) and the applications which we give in the following sections. We mention also that the context of compact coloring is not only the form in which the coloring theorems are often useful but also the context in which it is often easiest to prove them. Throughout this paper we shall be dealing with coloring of finite words based on a give finite alphabet, namely Sz, and s2' introduced in Section 1.
The following theorems deal with coloring of fi and provide infinite monochromatic configurations. We begin with the description of the configurations involved.
Divide the natural numbers into disjoint consecutive intervals 4 = [nj_* + 1, nj] and let {Ej, e} be a partition of 4 with 4 nonempty. Now fill the places in Ej with fixed digits, and those in 4 with a single variable digit (so that as the variable ranges over (0, . . . , k -l} we get an HJ-sequence on 4) Denote by yj the variable which takes as values the words just defined. The set Q* of all finite words y,y2 * . . y,, will be referred to as a combinatorial infinite-dimensional subspace of ti (usually shortened to "subspace"). Q* has the same structure as szf; in fact it is a homomorphic image of @ under the injection which assigns to the word w E ti the word yl(w)y2(w). . . y,(w), where m is the length of w and yj(w) is the word described above with the variable in it replaced by w(i), i.e. yj(w) takes the constant value w(i) on Z$.
The filling in P* is made up of the parts of Yj carried by Ej. Later on, we shall consider subspaces for which some restrictions have been imposed on the filling. There is a natural metric on @, where two points are close if they have a long common beginning; specifically we can write p(wr, w2) = l/f if the first I -1 digits of the two words agree and the I'th digit is different (that includes the case that one of the words has no I'th digit) and check that this is a proper metric on ti (relative to which it is precompact, and its completion can be identified with Gf u a).
Assume now that # is a function from ti into a compact metric space C. Partition C into a finite number of subsets Cj of diameter less than E, fix some integer ml, enumerate all the words of length m, as {wi} and write the portion of s2f consisting of ail the words starting with a given word w as w x sz'. Restricting 9 to wi x szf we obtain a partition of wi x 52' into { #-'(Cj)} which we can view as a partition of @. Taking the join of all these partitions for the various wi and applying Theorem 2.1 we obtain a subspace Szr of @ such that the variation of @ on wi x Q1 is less than E for all i. Now the union Q(l) of wi x Q1 for all i is again a subspace of ti where the first m, digits are the original ones, and the others are the "new digits" given by Theorem 2.1; the restriction of 9 to this satisfies the condition:
Repeating this argument on Q(l) with m2 > ml and Ed< ~~12 and then refining again and again with a sequence {mj}, mj+ 00 and {Ed}, Ed+ 0, we obtain Uniform continuity, as given by Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 permits extension by continuity of the coloring function to the closure of the subspace in L8 U Sz, i.e. extend it to the infinite words in the digits defining the subspace.
The Carlson-Simpson theorem was preceded by Hindman's which deals with the case k = 2 and is really a special case of our Theorem 2.3. Namely, let 9 denote the family of all finite subsets of the natural numbers. Hindman's theorem asserts that if we are given a finite coloring of 9, then we can find a sequence of disjoint "atoms", al, a2, . . . E 9 such that these and all finite unions { cui, U ai, U . . . U CX~,} are assigned the same color. To deduce this result from Theorem 2.3, color a word w E ti = (0, l}<N with the same color that has been assigned to (Y c N where a is the set of positions i with w(i) = 1. We apply Theorem 2.3 to obtain a monochromatic subspace for which d = 1 does not appear in the filling. It is easy to see that such a subspace correspond to the choice of atoms LYE satisfying the above requirements.
We remark that even for k = 2, Theorem 2.3 is more general than Hindman's since in Theorem 2.3 the coloring might distinguish between words of different length having the same set of 1's.
We will be making use of the compact version of Hindman's theorem, a result that follows from Theorem 2.4 with k = 2 and d = 1. Suppose then that we have a function @ from 9 to a compact metric space (a compact coloring of 9). This gives us a function from all finite (0, l} words. Apply Theorem 2.4 to obtain a Proof of (b) +(a).
The conclusion of (a) is clearly valid for E > 1 -l/k. In that range one can take IZ(E) = 1 and notice that, given A c GE one can split A to the set Aj = {w EA; w(1) =i} and the sets A,! c sZ,_, which are the projections of Ai on the last IZ -1 digits, have a nontrivial intersection if the measure (density) of A exceeds 1 -l/k. Denote s0 = inf E' for which the conclusion of (a) is valid. We use (b) to prove that so = 0. Otherwise, if Ed > 0, take m > n(~,/2), n(e) the function given by (b).
Take e1 = ~~(l-k--m--2) so th a ~~ = .sl i-(e0/2)k-" > Ed. Let M be large enough t so that the conclusion of (a) is valid for n > M and sets of measure >E~. We claim that the conclusion is still valid for sets of measure >E~ and n > m + M which contradicts the definition of Ed. Let A c s2, have measure k-" (Al > E,, and define for every w E Q,, the set A:, = {u E Q,_,; wu E A}. If the measure of every AL is at least co/2 we can invoke (b) and obtain an HJ-sequence {Wj} c Q,,, such that the corresponding AL, have a nontrivial intersection. If u is in that intersection then {wju} is an HJ-sequence in A. On the other hand, if the measure of one AL is less than 42, then, since the average of the measures of AL for w E Q,,, is the measure of A, some AL. has measure exceeding ~~ and we have our HJ-sequence in it. 0
For the proof of (c*)+ (b*) we need the following lemma whose proof is straightfoward: 
U(B) = U-'(B).
Remark. It is often more convenient to talk of a measure preserving mapping of the partition (into atoms) of B. rather than of 9. itself. The two are equivalent.
We refer to the data given in (b*), namely the set {B,}, as an array and we define a sub-array to be the restriction of an array to a combinatorial subspace of the index space sz'. Since a combinatorial subspace has the same structure as Q except that it is built on "new digits", which are words in the original space, a sub-array is an array and we can use the various coloring theorems that are stated for G' in the context of arrays and sub-arrays (as we did in the proof of Theorem 2.2).
What characterizes arrays of the form { U,'A} among the more general {B,} is the stationarity of their joint distribution, namely the function m(Z) defined on the set of finite subsets of 52' by m(Z) = P(wfIRv).
If {B,} is of the form { U;'A}, then its distribution is stationary in the following sense: if Z is a subset of Q,, and u E s2, then Iv = {WV; w E Z} c A&+, and, writing U(n, v) = U$!l * -* U$f)I,
U(n, v)-l( 2, U;'A) = ,fIV &$I so that m(Z) = m(Zv).
On the other hand, suppose that we have an array {B,} with stationary distribution. We can define the transformations Uj by applying Lemma 3.2 to the algebras B0 spanned by {B,}; w E 4-1 and 9& spanned by {Bwi}; w E ~j_, with the obvious correspondence which, by the stationarity, is measure preserving.
There is no reason to expect that the array {B,} given in (b*) is stationary, but we can invoke now Theorem 2.1 and obtain a sub-array which is almost stationary in the following sense: When we consider sub-arrays, the reference to Sz,, will be in terms of the "new" digits which define the sub-array. Proof. We invoke repeatedly Carlson-Simpson.
There exists a sub-array on which p(B,) is constant with rl/4, and, freezing the first digit y, we consider the functions m(Zv) = P ((ny,E, B,) on the words v of the digits y2, y3, . . . , and choose a sub-array on which each of these is constant within v/4. We now fix the first of the new digits and attach it to yl and this is the first digit of our final sub-array. Now take all the subsets Z of words on the first two digits (the first permanent, the second temporary), choose a sub-array on the other digits so that m(Zv) are q/&almost constant, fix the first new digit and attach it to the temporary second digit of the complete sub-array (i.e. including the first two digits) thereby making it permanent, etc. 0 Proof of (c*) 3 (b*). The collection of all possible joint-distribution-functions m(Z) (with Z ranging over the finite subsets of szf, containing words of the same length) is clearly a compact space under pointwise convergence. One needs to check that if mj(Z) is the joint-distribution-function of an array {B',} and if m(Z) = lim mi(Z), then there exists an array {B,} on an appropriate probability space, whose distribution function is m(Z), and we leave this as an exercise to the reader.
The next remark is that if m(Z) = lim mj(Z) and mj(Z) is qj-almost-stationary with rli-0, then m(Z) is stationary.
By Lemma 3.2 above, any array contains sub-arrays which are arbitrarily almost stationary. Denoting by mj the corresponding joint-distribution-functions and by m a limit point of these, it is clear that m is stationary and the measure assigned to singletons is bounded below by E. By (c*) there exist HJ-sequences I,, such that m(Zo) > 0 and it follows that mj(Zo) > 0 for all mj sufficiently close to m. These correspond to HJ-sequences in the original array. 
The operator setup
We now limit ourselves to the case k = 3. The context is that of statement (c*) in Proposition 3.1; we have a probability measure space {X, 9, cl} and an array of invertible, measure preserving transformations which we denote here as {Rj, Sj, q}. We shall find it convenient to work with G(4), i.e. we allow the digits 0, 1, 2 and 3, and define the following transformations: for 1= 0, 1, 2 write (1) and for w E s2, we set P(W) = P(L W(l))P(Z 42)) ---Ph w(n)), a(w) = a(l, w(l))421 w(2)) * * * +h w(n)), r(w) = t(1, w(l))t(2, w(2)) . * * z(n, w(n)).
With this notation, the statement (c*), which we have just seen (Proposition 3.1) to be equivalent to Theorem A, becomes 
Remark. Since p is measure preserving (resp. unitary) we can rewrite (2) as
with similar forms for (3), (4) Similarly, if I= 1 we get the corresponding formula (i.e. multiplicativity) for to-' (and pa-'; and if I= 2, for pz-' and at-').
Proof. This is purely formal; check that things cancel out properly. 0
Limits of multiplicative sets of unitary operators
The set of linear operators, of norm bounded by 1, on L2{X, 93, y} if endowed with the weak operator topology, is a compact space, and if we have an array (in the sense of Section 1) of, say, unitary operators, we can invoke the "compact coloring" theorems and obtain sub-arrays which are uniformly continuous.
Consider for example the following.
Recall that an $-sequence in a space M consists of elements of M indexed by (Y E 9. Take M to be a set of operators on some other space. We say that an s-sequence {U=} in M is an IP-system if for a, /3 E 9 with every element of cy less than every element in /3, we have u rvuo = &Us.
Note that an $-subsequence of an IP-system is an IP-system since u a,ua*u...ulq = ucx,uLY, * . * UC?, Now let {U,} be an IP-system of unitary operators. By Theorem 2.5 there is a sub-IP-system which converges in the weak operator topology. A fundamental fact for our analysis is that the limit operator is rather special, namely an orthogonal projection. This merits an explicit formulation:
Lemma 5.1. Assume that {U,} is an IP-system of unitary operators on a Hilbert space Yt', and that P = ZP-lim U, exists, then P is an orthogonal projection.
For the proof we need only to check that P is IdemPotent since its norm is bounded by 1, and an indempotent of norm 1 is clearly orthogonal. The idempotency is obtained by making precise the heuristic argument that for (Y far aways and p farther away P -Uaus = U, U, -P2. Returning to the setup of Section 4 above, we invoke our coloring Theorem 2.4 and obtain a subspace without occurrence of the digit 3 in the "filling", such that restricting the indices to that subspace, the operator valued functions up-'(w), or-'(w), at-'(w), are uniformly continuous and have an extension by continuity (in the weak operator topology) to Q = Q(4). We extend the notation as well, thus we denote limw_o pa-'(w) by pa-'(w), etc. Notice that there is no claim that pa-'(w) is a product of p(o) by a-'(o) nor that either exists.
Although the (finite) words w have been taken in Q(4) we will not make use of infinite words in which the digit 3 occurs, and we restrict our attention to G!(3), and in fact we need just one point w E Q(3) with infinite occurrence of all three digits. At such points we have Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 4.1 and of Proposition 3.1. In order to make it clearer we modify the notation somewhat as follows: If a c N is finite and non-empty, we write w(a) for the word obtained from o by replacing the digits occurring at indices in cr by 3, and truncating after the last element in (Y. We also write pa instead of p(w(cu)), and similarly for u and r. If we restrict CY to be subsets of the set of indices where the digit in w is zero, then, by Proposition 3.1 {p,u;'} and {p,r;'} are adjoint to IP-systems (of unitary operators) and by Lemma 4.1 their limits are orthogonal projections. For UT-'(W), and up-'(w) we obtain IP-systems if we restrict cx to be subsets of the set of indices for which the digits of w are equal to 1, etc. Notice that since the limit exists in the context of Q(4), we are free to choose the mode of approach to w appropriately for each of the operators. 0 Proof. If Pf = f we have a,z;'f + f in the weak topology and since there is no loss of norm, the convergence is in norm and we may multiply by a;'. This characterization and the fact that we are dealing with measure preserving transformations imply that the range is a sub-lattice of L2 which means that it is L* of a factor.
•i
We clearly have the analogous results for PO,, and Prp, and are finally ready to prove Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We need to show the existence of a point w in which the digit 3 occurs for which the three integrals appearing in (l), (2) , and (3) are positive. We claim that any w sufficiently close to w will do. In fact provided w+ w. In our case f = lA and its conditional expectation relative to any subalgebra is positive a.s. on A. Similarly for the two other integrals.
Triple intersection
The real objective, namely the proof that the triple intersection is non-empty, at least sometimes, still requires some work. We do not propose to do it here in full detail, but would like to give some idea of what is involved in the proof. This we do by showing the complete picture in two extreme cases.
The first, trivial, case is when one of the projections, say P,,, is the identity. By Proposition 5.4 that means that (along our subspace) (1 u;'f -t;'f II--, 0 for all f and in particular for f = lA, and our triple intersection becomes really a double one, and hence nonempty for many values of (Y.
The second, more interesting, case lies at the other end. If the range of P,, is just the constants, (only the constants behave "in the same way" under a;' and r,') or, in other words, PO=f = j f dp for all f E L*, we obtain a situation which, while being simpler than the general case, requires already another tool, namely the "weak-convergence lemma" formulated below. We state it in our present context, namely that of IP-convergence, and just mention that it has corresponding versions for other modes of convergence or summability. For the (easy) proof see [3] . The relevance to our problem becomes clear once we realize that one way to obtain (6) would be to find the weak-limit of p,~;'fP~t;'fand show that it does not vanish on the support off (which we assume nonnegative). The weak limit may be assumed to exist (by Theorem 2.4).
In our present (special) situation we can describe the weak limit in question quite explicitly.
Begin by writing (for any pair of bounded measurable function C$ and q) %r =x,(& +) = P ,a;'c#~p,'ly; then, (remember the multiplicativity given by Proposition 4.2) and as /3+ w this converges to by our assumption on P,, As (Y+ ~0 this converges to ]lPpO~((z ]lP,r~]]2.
It follows that the weak limits of p,c~~~$p,z~~~/~ and paa;l@pat;l~ are one and the same if P&C++ -CD) = 0; similarly we can replace, without affecting the weak limit, ~JI by Y provided P&v -Y) = 0. This is true in particular if we take @ = PO& and Y = Pox+. In this case we can identify the limit since, by Proposition 5. (=lA) we obtain that the limit that we implies (for are after is $ fPpafPp,f, and this is positive since the integrand is strictly positive on A.
This completes the proof of Theorem B in the case that at least one of the projections P,,, Ppz or Ppo is trivial. 0
For the general case we take one of these, say P,,, and study the behavior of p,r;'f relative to the factor {Z, 9} = the range of PO,, (see Proposition 5.4) . Once again we make basic use of Lemma 6.1 above and show that one may replace f, without affecting the limit we are studying, by its projections fo, fr on appropriate extension of {Z, 9} and then show that these have special behaviour which enables us to arrive at our conclusion. The details will appear elsewhere.
